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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

How  can  ‘late-comer  firms’  (LCFs)  in  developing  economies  manage  their  development  of technological
capability,  and  within  it their  IP,  strategically,  in order  to  become  fully  competitive  internationally?  Under
what conditions,  external  and  internal,  are  they  likely  to succeed?  This  paper  develops  a theoretical
framework  for understanding  LCFs’  technology  strategy  and  predicting  its  outcome,  then  applies  it to  the
cases of  three  Chinese  firms  in  sectors  at different  levels  of technology  intensity.  This  yields  insights  as
eywords:
ate-comer firms
echnological catch-up
ntellectual property

to  its  limitations  and  further  development.  These  help  explain  mainland  China’s  very limited  catch-up  in
high  technology  sectors  –  and  to a lesser  extent  in  medium-high  technology.  We  show  how  our findings
can  be  reconciled  with  the  much  greater  success  of  Korean  firms  some  20  years  earlier,  if the  effect  of
corporate  governance  differences  is recognised.
orporate governance
hinese manufacturing

. Introduction

How should ‘late-comer firms’ (LCFs) in developing economies
anage their development of technological capability strategically,

n order to become fully competitive internationally? And why do
hey make the choices they do, among technology strategies? They
eed to transfer technology in some way from advanced ‘foreign

rontier firms’ (FFFs); and they need to make some innovative effort
hemselves. Key issues are the manner of the transfer, and the tim-
ng of the effort. One widely held view has been that LCFs should
ocus initially on getting production capability through licensing or
oint venture deals with FFFs, building independent technological
apability by stages thereafter. This was the received wisdom in
hina at least during the 1990s (e.g. Xia et al., 2002).

An alternative view is that the initial dependence which such
trategies involve, has a way of becoming permanent, and that it
ay  make for more success in the long run if technology trans-

er takes place from the beginning through ‘imitative’ strategies in
hich learning takes place more independently, with little help

rom the firm(s) being imitated, and perhaps even without their
ermission. We  derive the dependent/imitative distinction from
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

reeman (1992),  though our definitions are not quite the same as
is; see next section and Liu and Tylecote (2009).  An imitative
trategy will typically ‘unbundle’ what in a dependent strategy

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 114 222 3415; fax: +44 114 222 3348.
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would be a package or bundle of technologies all provided by the
same Northern firm. Each element of the bundle will be sourced as
convenient – by reverse engineering, or purchase from a domestic
supplier, with licensing only where necessary; with core elements,
where at all possible, developed using the firm’s own design and
engineering capability.

Lu and Feng (2004) found that within one sector of Chi-
nese manufacturing, motor vehicles, the firms which followed
dependent strategies had remained dependent; while two  which
had followed imitative strategies (Geely and Chery) had become
rapidly stronger technologically and commercially (see also Liu and
Tylecote, 2009).1 On the other hand Kim (1997) gives examples
from Korea of rapid technological advance in close cooperation –
initially at least – with FFFs.

The obvious conclusion from this clash of cases is that the opti-
mum choice of strategy – which at the outset might be reduced very
simply to ‘dependent versus imitative’ – is likely to be contingent.
Contingent on what? One plausible dimension of ‘contingency’ is
sectoral technology level. It is likely a priori that imitation will be
a great deal easier in a low-technology sector like clothing than
in a high-tech sector like IT hardware or pharmaceuticals. Another
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

dimension is the extent of the gap of technological capability with
respect to the FFFs. Very probably when the gap is wide, an FFF will
be quite relaxed about transferring technology to an LCF – and will

1 Like Gao, Lu and Feng did not use our terms, but the argument is essentially as
described here.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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inant ‘insider’ – state-favoured – firms in China during the 1990s
was very much a dependent one (Liu and Tylecote, 2009). It might
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hus co-operate to ‘feed’ a dependent strategy; as the gap begins to
lose, it will feel more threatened, and be less co-operative. A third
imension is the extent to which intellectual property is protected.
he stronger are intellectual property rights (IPR) the more difficult
t will be to carry through an imitative strategy, assuming that the
FFs involved do not wish to be imitated. We  can see that with a
arrow gap combined with strong IPR, FFFs may  be unwilling to
o-operate in a dependent strategy and rather well able to put a
patent blockade’ in the way of an imitative one.

Happily Freeman offers a third technology strategy, ‘defensive’,
n which the firm develops its own more-or-less innovative tech-
ology, not really novel but distinct enough to give independent

P, and thus breaks through a ‘patent blockade’. (There is also a
ourth strategy, ‘offensive’, in which the new technology is gen-
inely novel.) Above a certain level of technological capability, then,
he choice of strategy is three-way, including defensive. Or to put
t another way, assuming the LCF is travelling along a trajectory of
atch-up, it can pass from dependent to defensive, or from imitative
o defensive.

There are two further contextual issues which are likely to be
mportant. First, does the LCF operate in a protected market, of
dequate size? Until the LCF has reached a more-or-less compet-
tive level of production capability it is vulnerable to competition
rom any firm already at that level. Presumably an imitative strat-
gy takes longer to achieve a given level of production capability
han a dependent one in which an FFF is cooperating fully – cf. the
oyota/Nissan comparison in Cusumano (1985).  If an LCF is able to
perate in a market in which it is protected from the competition of
FFs, and of ‘dependent’ domestic firms with access to their tech-
ology, then an imitative strategy is more likely to be sustainable.
ao (2005) compares the strategies and performance of Chinese
rms in two high-technology ‘IT hardware’ areas: telecommuni-
ations capital equipment and television. In both markets, Chinese
rms were protected from the direct competition of FFFs. Gao found
hat in telecoms, strategic technology transfer restrictions made
ependent strategies unattractive or infeasible, with the result that
rms using imitative strategies (Huawei and ZTE) dominated the
omestic market and then succeeded internationally with defen-
ive strategies.2 In TV, many firms could and did use more or less
ependent strategies, and Chinese firms remained uncompetitive

nternationally.
Second, corporate governance and finance will affect the choice

f strategy, and its outcome. If imitative strategies take longer than
ependent ones to reach a competitive level of production capa-
ility, and must be somehow sustained until they do, that is a
hallenge for corporate governance and finance. So is the provision
f the R&D resources needed for a defensive strategy.

The research discussed in this paper explores all the above
ssues, by way of three case histories tracing the evolution of three
hinese firms’ technology strategies, with a particular focus on

ntellectual property. In two of the cases the period reviewed is
ome twenty years; the third case is shorter, about a decade, but
he progress made was rapid. Accordingly all three firms covered a
ong distance in terms of technological progress. Moreover as Chi-
ese economic policy changed, the context in which they evolved
hanged greatly, with respect in particular to IPR and to exposure
o competition from FFFs. The three firms belong respectively to
ow-technology, medium-high-technology, and high-technology
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why  not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

ndustries: viscose spinning, heavy steel plant, and TV/consumer
lectronics. They are all state-owned enterprises, and as such are
ypical of most of the firms which dominate the ‘high ground’ of

2 Huawei were also ingenious in catering specifically for the very large rural mar-
et,  which had requirements quite different from those for which foreign technology
as  designed (Xue and Liang, 2010).
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Chinese industry. Section 2 reviews the literature relating to LCF
technology strategy, and to its context: it ends by developing a
number of propositions about conditions for success. Section 3
presents the cases, setting out the trajectories followed and show-
ing how strategy evolved and – more arguably – why. Section 4
discusses what we have learned from these cases, and how they
can be reconciled with the case histories of other LCFs in China and
elsewhere. Section 5 concludes.

2. Technology strategy for late-comer firms and the role of
intellectual property

2.1. Technology catch-up: the key strategic choices

A late-comer firm (LCF) is a late entrant to an industry, ini-
tially lacking technology and market access, focused on catch-up
as its primary goal, and with few competitive advantages besides
low costs in its industry of choice (Mathews, 2002). Clearly this
describes the typical situation of the more ambitious firms in
developing countries. What they are catching up in is, centrally,
technological capabilities (TCs): the ability to use technological
knowledge efficiently to assimilate, use, adapt and change exist-
ing technologies; and to create new technologies, developing new
products and processes. TCs are the major determinant of indus-
trial competitiveness (OECD, 1996; Schacht, 1997; Kim, 1997). We
distinguish between static TC – the ability to use specific existing
technologies for production at a point in time – and dynamic TC –
the rest of the capabilities set out above (Cai and Tylecote, 2008).
This distinction gives us a way (Table 1) of classifying and eval-
uating Freeman’s (1992) four technology strategies – dependent,
imitative, defensive and offensive.3

We  focus first on the two  strategies between which the LCF has
to choose initially: imitative and dependent. The ‘imitative’ firm is
content, or obliged, for a time to follow behind the leaders in estab-
lished technologies, possibly a long way  behind. So is the dependent
firm: the difference between the two  strategies is in the relation-
ship with foreign ‘frontier’ firms (FFFs). Both strategies may involve
taking licenses from these firms, as indeed may  defensive or even
offensive strategies. But the imitative firm is seeking, or is obliged,
to minimise its dependence, so that it will ‘unbundle’ the technol-
ogy to be acquired, and do as much as possible for itself (see Section
1).

A dependent strategy, on the other hand, will typically involve
buying, or rather renting, a bundle or package of technologies from
one FFF – the classic case is buying a ‘turnkey’ plant. In a devel-
oping economy it may  well involve a joint venture in which the
foreign partner provides the technology, including training, and
the domestic firm provides land, labour, contacts, domestic market
access, and perhaps finance as in the case of Shanghai Automo-
tive in Liu and Tylecote (2009).4 If the dependent firm is able and
willing to spend enough money, and if its bargaining position –
for example in terms of market access – is strong, it may be able
to acquire rather advanced product and process technologies. Its
static capability would then be quite high. Its dynamic capability is
on the other hand very low, because it need not do, and does not
do, any of these things for itself. The strategy followed by the dom-
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

be clearer to say, the implied strategy these firms followed was

3 Freeman also defines ‘traditional’ and ‘opportunistic’ technology strategies, but
they do not concern us here.

4 In our definition of dependent and imitative technology strategies we are
departing somewhat from Freeman, who  made ‘dependent’ a more limited category,
in  which the dependence was  not merely technological, but total.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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Table 1
Technology strategy and capability matrix.

Dependent strategy Imitative strategy Defensive strategy Offensive strategy

Nature of technology
strategy

Passive – typically buy/rent a
bundle of technologies from
single provider

Reactive – minimise
dependence, by unbundling
and reverse engineering

Active – lead in engineering,
product design, or process
innovation; strong R&D

Proactive – be leaders in new
products, thro’ own R&D
and/or links with science base

Potential for enhancing
static capability

Limited by finance and FFF
co-operation

Slow to achieve; limited by IPR High High

Potential for learning
and requirement for

Low; low High; medium High; high Very high; very high
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complete, China’s gross average tariff level was about 5% – zero on
some ICT imports (Walmsley et al., 2006). As of 2000, China’s accu-
mulated stock of FDI was 32.3% of GDP and rising rapidly due to
dynamic capability

ource: Authors’ own composition inspired by Freeman (1992).

ependent. Continued dependence was not their avowed goal, or
ven, we suppose, their intention; it was simply the consequence
f their actions.

Any firm following a defensive strategy is seeking to develop
enuinely new technology, albeit only incrementally so; and it will
se R&D to do it, and patents, usually, to protect it. It is defend-

ng its freedom to operate independently in the industry, primarily
rom firms following an offensive strategy, who from time to time

ake breakthrough innovations. The LCF will presumably move to
 defensive strategy once it has followed an imitative or dependent
ne as far as convenient – and is meeting increasing FFF resistance.
hich is the better preparation for this move? This is perhaps

he key question in catch-up, and the answer to it follows from
ur comparison above. The ‘reactive’ stance of imitation is bet-
er for developing dynamic technological capability, and thus for
uccessful defensive strategy, than the ‘passive’ stance of depend-
nce, however impressive the latter’s results may  be in terms of
tatic capability, shiny new products and factories (see also Liu and
ylecote, 2009).

.2. The role of intellectual property within catch-up strategy

Competitive advantage flows from the creation, ownership, pro-
ection and use of difficult-to-imitate knowledge assets (Teece,
998) – from intellectual capital. Intellectual capital includes the
kills, abilities, knowledge and know-how of a company’s indi-
idual employees; a subset of this are intellectual assets,  codified
nd defined knowledge; and the subset of these which are legally
rotected, is intellectual property (IP): the general rights that
ncompass patents, copyrights, designs and trademarks, as well as

 host of related rights (Comish, 1996; Bently and Sherman, 2004).
On the face of it, while facilitating the transfer of static capa-

ilities, by protecting an FFF licensor, intellectual property rights
IPR) make catch-up considerably harder. They may  mean that an
CF which is (or could soon become) perfectly capable of produc-
ng product X with process Y, at acceptable levels of quality and
fficiency, is not allowed to do so: X and/or Y are protected by
atents held by frontier firms. Alternatively it is allowed, but only
n payment of royalties which remove the profits that it would oth-
rwise invest in improving its capabilities. These go instead to the
FFs, which they may  re-invest to maintain their lead.

The obstacles which IPR presents to catch-up vary by sector.
hey are small in sectors like steel or textiles, where the tech-
ology is mostly embodied in the equipment used, and patented
y the equipment suppliers. LCFs can use the technology by buy-

ng the equipment on the same terms as any other firm (Odagiri
t al., 2010b).  This reflects the importance of vertical disintegration
r specialisation: firms which make steel plant do not, generally,
ake steel and thus have no interest in obstructing catch-up by
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

rms which do. Some cases of catch-up have owed much to ‘elec-
ive’ vertical specialisation. The US firm Qualcomm chose not to

anufacture the hardware for a new mobile telecoms standard
hich it controlled, giving an opening downstream for Samsung
and other Korean firms (Lee and Lim, 2001). Integrated circuit
manufacturers chose to contract out their manufacturing, allow-
ing Taiwan Semi-conductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) into
IC fabrication (Wu et al., 2010). Neither of these cases matches
the smooth catch-up possible in steel and textiles: the Korean and
Taiwanese entrants into these high-technology sectors still had a
great deal to do, including expensive R&D, in order to master the
technologies in the sub-sectors that they were focusing on.

Another sectoral variation is between ‘discrete’ and ‘complex’
products – the latter being mostly assembled, as in motor vehicles
and ICT hardware (Odagiri et al., 2010b). ‘Complex’ products have
many components and elements, each likely to be patent-protected
– together forming a ‘technological blockade’. Rarely will a single
firm have all the relevant patents. But the larger one’s share in the
total, the better one’s position in negotiation – for cross-licensing
(Motohashi, 2008). LCFs need at least enough patents to get to the
table – a formidable undertaking. Existing players need not admit
another unless it has ‘blocking’ patents on some valuable novelty
that they cannot quickly invent round.

Perhaps the most important distinction, however, is by techno-
logical level, which by the OECD definition goes by R&D intensity.
High-technology sectors can be assumed to be advancing faster
than medium-tech, medium-tech faster than low-tech. Compare,
then, a high-tech product X with a medium-tech product Y, equally
complex. Fewer of the patents relating to X will have expired.
Among those not yet expired, more of Y’s will be ‘old’ ones, for
which there has been ample time for inventing round – so the
patent-holders will be in a weaker bargaining position. Overall, the
entry barrier posed by intellectual property rights in the medium-
tech sector will be lower.

2.3. The macro context of technology strategy: tariffs and FDI

With inferior technological capability, LCFs cannot produce and
sell in competition with advanced firms5; if they do not produce
and sell, they do not learn by doing, a key route to improved TC.
Import tariffs offer a way out of this bind – a protected home market
in which LCFs may  successfully produce and sell in spite of higher
costs and lower quality. If there are also tight controls over foreign
direct investment (FDI), the market is fully protected from FFFs. In
this situation the LCF will more easily obtain licenses, because FFFs
will have no other route to get profit from the protected market.
Post-war Japan, till 1980, fitted this description, and so did ‘reform-
ing’ China during the 1980s. However, Chinese tariffs started to fall
during the 1990s, and by 2005, when its entry to the WTO  was
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

5 To be precise, they might, with inferior TC but much lower labour costs, produce
for a price-sensitive segment of the market, as Chery did in its early development
(Liu and Tylecote, 2009).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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he terms of WTO  entry (Odagiri et al., 2010a,  T4.4); though most
f this was joint ventures with domestic state-owned firms. The
orresponding figure for Japan is 1.1%, and for Korea 13.7%. The
hina–Korea difference is the more significant if we  consider that
he bulk of the FDI into Korea had come after 1985 (Lee, 2005), by
hich time the R&D share in GDP was 1.4% and rising rapidly (Lee

nd Kim, 2010), showing a switch to defensive strategy. This ratio
f R&D to GDP was only reached in China in 2005 (Xue and Liang,
010).

.4. The micro context of technology strategy: corporate
overnance and finance

In high-technology sectors, the frontier is likely to be not only
istant but advancing rapidly. To achieve catch-up there, and to a
roportionately lesser extent in lower-tech sectors, the LCF must

ncur major effort and expense over a long period to develop capa-
ilities, including intellectual property, which it will achieve and
rofit from only in the distant future – deploying patient capital
Sirmon and Hitt, 2003). Its ability and willingness to do this must
epend on finance and on corporate governance: that is, the loca-
ion of power and control over the firm, including the aims of those
n control. We  borrow from Liu and Tylecote’s (2009) framework of
nalysis for Chinese corporate governance – and by extension the
orporate governance of late-comer firms in general. They argue
hat an imitative technology strategy, using unbundling, poses two
hallenges to corporate governance: first, that the many, mostly
mall, inputs of effort and money required have low visibility to
nyone not closely involved in the firm; second, they demand a
igh level of commitment and initiative from employees. Those

n control of the firm therefore need high engagement with man-
gement, to appreciate low-visibility inputs and thus support a
trategy which will not pay off quickly; and employees need to
e, or feel, included if they are to show the necessary commit-
ent and initiative to master all the diverse processes and product

omponents involved. Absent such engagement and inclusion, a
ependent, high-bundling strategy, will be highly attractive, since
hat is being bought or rented is highly visible, the FFF providing it

akes responsibility for the quality of each element and their over-
ll integration, and a pay-off should come quickly, in market share
nd profit. But good access to funds may  be required, since the FFF
an charge a high price.

The extent of shareholder engagement and employee inclusion
re thus key features of LCF governance, particularly in early catch-
p, when the choice of strategy resolves, simplifying, to imitative
ersus dependent. Another important feature of governance is the
ndustrial expertise of those in control, and providing finance. In
arly catch-up, and relatively low-technology industries – which
re almost by definition not changing fast – the pathway that LCFs
hould follow will be relatively obvious. The closer to the frontier,
nd the faster it advances, the more difficult it is for LCFs to work out
hich path to follow – and the more they will need to use their own
&D to catch up. At later stages the choice is not between imitative
nd dependent strategy but among alternative defensive strategies

 which technological option to choose. Those who choose, and
hose who monitor and finance them, need to have correspond-
ngly high industrial expertise. One basis for engaged and expert
overnance may  be that top managers have large shareholdings or
ome equivalent source of power (Liu and Tylecote, 2009).

.5. The IPR context in China
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why  not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

Like all other firms, LCFs in developing countries can begin
y discovering competitors’ technology development and their
echnological innovation path through published patent informa-
ion – particularly from the U.S. Patents and Trademark Office
 PRESS
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(USPTO) and the European Patent Office (EPO). They may then find
that a leader has not troubled to apply for a patent in their country.
That will give them freedom to produce at home, as long as they
do not attempt to sell where there is patent protection of the prod-
uct. If they ‘invent round’ leaders’ patents, and apply for a patent at
home, they will find the examiners more inclined to concede nov-
elty, than those of major developed countries – where the leader
is, moreover, more likely to challenge the new patent.

So far, so general; but China does have specificities. Patent laws
of some kind date back there to the late 19th century, but only in
1984 did China sign the Paris Convention on the Protection of Indus-
trial Property of 1883 and adopt modern patent laws. In 1992 these
were broadly aligned with international standards (Xue and Liang,
2010). With WTO  entry, international norms were fully accepted
from 2001, as set out in the international TRIPS agreement. By then
patent law was being implemented seriously (Fai, 2005). Perhaps
the most significant specificity is that SIPO (State Intellectual Prop-
erty Office of China) is unusually demanding in the amount of detail
required in the application, on how the invention works. The more
detail is given, the more help is given to any prospective ‘inventor-
round’ (Neobard, 2009). So FFFs may  be copied if they do not patent
in China, and invented round if they do. Regional variations are
also noteworthy: in the coastal provinces the courts are relatively
impartial between different categories of plaintiff and defendant;
in the inland provinces, where our firms are located, they favour
domestic state-owned enterprises (Neobard, 2009).

2.6. Propositions which follow from the above discussion

P1. Catch-up for LCFs is easier, the lower the level of technology
intensity of the sector, internationally. The lower the technological
level of a sector, the greater the relative importance of domestic
rivals. A developed IPR system gives more incentive and protection
for ambitious catch-up strategy with respect to domestic rivals.
On the other hand it makes it easier for Northern ‘frontier’ firms to
defend their advantage against a late-comer firm. The IPR system(s)
which are relevant in the latter case are however at least as much
those in the North as those in the late-comer firm’s own economy,
since it will wish to sell abroad as well as at home. ‘Inventing round’
FFFs’ patents to the point of breaking a patent blockade, is harder,
the higher the technological level.

Therefore the development of the Chinese IPR system favoured
technological innovation in lower-tech sectors, but not necessarily
in higher-tech.

P2a. In earlier catch-up, the choice is broadly between imitative
and dependent strategies. Imitative strategies are more effective
than dependent ones in developing dynamic technological capa-
bility; but less immediately effective in increasing static TC. A
large home market, protected by tariffs and controls on FDI, gives
increased leverage in securing licenses from frontier firms. This
may  allow dependent strategies to be highly successful in rapidly
improving static technological capability. If dependent strategies
are indeed followed by major LCFs, this will weaken the market
position of others following imitative strategies, and thus their
ability to make these strategies succeed.

P2b. In later catch-up, FFFs become less and less willing to
co-operate to transfer technology, and thus to facilitate depend-
ent strategies, since LCFs might then become direct competitors
on world markets, particular Southern ones. Imitative strategies
also become more difficult, because of stronger patent protection
of the frontier technologies to be imitated, reduced co-operation,
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

as argued above, and greater technical difficulty in reverse engi-
neering. Further catch-up therefore requires a switch to defensive,
perhaps even offensive technology strategy. The greater LCFs’
dynamic TC, the more likely they are to succeed there.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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Table 2
Interviews conducted at each firm.

Firm Department Job titles of persons interviewed

Grace Top management General manager
Vice general manager

Technological Centre Directora

IP Office Director
Marketing Department Deputy director

CNEGC Top management General manager
Vice general manager

Technological Centre Directora

IP Office Directora

Marketing Department Director
Changhong Top management Chairman of the Board

Vice general manager
Technological Centre Programme general supervisor
IP  Office Directora

Employeea,b

PDP (Plasma) division IP manager of Technology Departmenta

Marketing Department Senior member of staffa,b

tive eye to the evidence” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 538). This tactic was
particularly effective during the process of iteration (see below).

During the initial data analysis, to establish deep understanding
of each case, we coupled narrative description with extensive use of
ARTICLEESPOL-2807; No. of Pages 16
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P3. Corporate governance and finance affect the choice of, and
uccess in, different types of technology strategy. Imitative strate-
ies are more likely to be chosen, and successful, where governance
s engaged and inclusive. Dependent strategies are more likely to
e chosen where governance is disengaged and non-inclusive; and
o be successful, where finance is plentiful and cheap.

Defensive and offensive strategies are more likely to be suc-
essful where finance is plentiful, and cheap, and where finance
nd governance display strong industrial expertise – particularly
n higher-tech sectors (Fig. 1).

. The case studies

This section sets out three case histories of technology strategy
nd intellectual property management in Chinese firms. In orga-
isational research, the case study method is of course frequently
dopted, and its particular values are well understood (Eisenhardt,
989; Yin, 2003). It is ideally suited to answering ‘how?’ questions
Yin, 2008), so long as there is breadth of access and richness of
ata, which we had in all three firms, and a long temporal sweep –

n two firms we could look back over 20 years.
Case One is in a low-technology sector, textiles, more precisely

iscose spinning – Yibin Grace Group Co. Ltd – ‘Grace’. Case Two is
n a medium-high-tech sector, heavy machinery, steel plant – China
ational Erzhong Group Co. – ‘CNEGC’. Case Three is in a high-tech

ector, TV/consumer electronics – Changhong Electronics Group
orporation – ‘Changhong’. One common feature is that they are
ll located in Sichuan province, Western China: that is, inland and
ar from the most dynamic coastal regions. In explaining differences
mong them we can thus discount locational factors, though these
ay  have to be taken into account where any similarities appear.
Table 4 summarises their profiles.

.1. Research methods

.1.1. Data collection
The method adopted in data collection was essentially of that of

 participant–observer (Burgess, 1984), with many complementary
ources of evidence, including questionnaire, interviews, archives
nd statistics:

. Between July and December 2006, a structured questionnaire
survey was posted to 100 manufacturing enterprises in Sichuan
province, to be filled out by IP management or R&D person-
nel. The 26 valid responses provided an initial understanding
of the firms’ general technological strategy and IP management.
Three firms were then selected and approached for in-depth case
study. The selection was based on three criteria: each of the firms
was from a different technology level, low, medium-high and
high-tech; each was highly active in technological development,
as measured by R&D intensity and patenting (Table 4); one of
the authors has had a long-standing relationship with all three
firms as an IP strategy consultant since the late 1990s, whereby
unique access was granted for intimate participant observation
(Burgess, 1984).

. 17 semi-structured interviews were initially conducted by one of
the authors from September 2007 to January 2008 in the 3 firms.
Interviews were held individually and each lasted around 2 h
(Table 2). We  followed a ‘cascade’ interview technique: working
down from General Managers, to Deputy General Managers, then
to directors of technology centres, and to directors of IP man-
agement offices and finally directors of marketing departments.
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

During the 6 site visits (see below), additional open-ended
conversations were also conducted with engineers and workers
to contextualise and verify the formal interviews. This inter-
view sequence helped to generate holistic maps of the cases
a Persons interviewed again through telephone calls between 2010 and 2011.
b Persons interviewed again through emails between 2010 and 2011.

in a limited time period. Interviews were carried out in Chi-
nese and recorded by hand-written notes during the interview.6

In the interviews adjusted sets of questions were put to infor-
mants according to their operational roles; in particular, special
discussions were held during the interviews with directors of
technology centres and IP offices, to collect detailed data about
the technological development and IP strategy in the firms. After
initial data analysis, another 9 semi-structured interviews – 7
through telephone, 2 through emails – were conducted between
December 2010 and November 2011 to update, verify original
data, and to collect additional information.

3. Internal and external archival records. Published statistical data on
official websites (SIPO of China, USPTO and EPO, OECD, etc.) were
used for information on technology development and patent
applications in different industrial technologies. In addition,
unless otherwise stated, firm level data in this paper were col-
lected from the firms, or calculated from data supplied from their
internal statistics and archives. Dates of data are between 1990
and 2011.

4. Site observations. Between September 2007 and February 2008,
one of the authors visited the technology centres of the three
firms, and at least one manufacturing plant in each: a viscose
fibre plant in Grace, a heavy machinery plant and foundry plant
in CNEGC, a PDP plant in Changhong.

5. Other published sources. Case Three in particular draws substan-
tially on the rich material in Xie and Wu  (2003).

6. Personal communications with two  leading scholars in the rele-
vant fields in China.

3.1.2. Data analysis
To minimise biases arising from participant observation (Becker,

1958), all of the primary data was  collected by the first author and
secondary data by the third author, while the second author stayed
out of the field altogether and played the role of ‘devil’s advocate’.
The rationale is that he then would “. . .not become immersed in
case details and may  bring a very different and possibly more objec-
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

6 Tape recording is very difficult in Chinese culture (Cooke, 2002). Interviewees
were asked if they would accept it; however all were reluctant.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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Fig. 1. Paths of catch-up: choice and effectiveness.

Table 3
China’s performance in the three case sectors, in international perspective.

Technology category
(patent data)

China’s absolute
number of patents in
the class at USPTOa

China’s share of all
non-US countries’
total in the class

Revealed technological
advantage (RTA)21

Chinese R&D intensity
in the sector

US R&D intensity in
the sector

OECD sector (R&D data)

Textiles: spinning,
twisting, and twining

3 1.41% 2.14 0.36% (2010) 0.59% (2002–2008) C17T19 Textiles, textile
products, leather and
footwear

Metal  working 40 1.23% 0.99 0.42% (2010) 2.4% (2002–2008) C29 Machinery and
equipment, n.e.s.

Television and
television signal
processing

18 0.29% 0.32 1.36% (2010) 14.7% (2002–2008) C32 Radio, TV,
communication
equipment

Source: Authors’ calculations based on USPTO statistics, URL: http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/reports.htm.
a By definition the revealed technological advantage index is the world share of the country’s patent stock in a given time period held in a technological class, divided by
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t

he  country’s share of the world’s total patent stock in the same period in all techno
f  worldwide patents in a given technology as overall, and <(>) 1 if there is a relativ
alculations are based on Utility Patents (patents for inventions) granted, 5-year to

ongitudinal graphs tracking firm details, such as technological and
P strategy, levels of dynamic capability, corporate governance and
nance, general circumstances. We  also used tabular displays about
ach case to identify comparable patterns. Explanations about the
ases were then built through iteration (Yin, 2003); each case being
et against the propositions in sequence, followed by cross-case
omparison, to identify similarities and differences in the evolution
f variables mentioned above. This process was facilitated by the
evil’s advocate in discussions among the authors, in which rival
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why  not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

xplanations were offered to clarify, confirm and test the initial
ropositions (Tables 3 and 4).

21 Since disaggregated data by sector or technology class is not available at SIPO,
e  used data from USPTO, which records China’s patenting activity between 2004

nd  2008. We have chosen the patent classes that we judge best matched to the areas
f  activity of the three firms. The data includes Hong Kong (a ‘base of convenience’
or many firms really based on the mainland).
22 Local Government:(58.38%); Provincial Government: (38.86%) (2009).
23 CNEGC Group: (48.86%); 2 state asset management companies: (47.82% and
.32%) (2007).
24 Changhong Group: (29.83%); the rest dispersed among state-owned institu-
ional investors (2011).
l classes (Malerba et al., 1997). This index equals 1 if the China holds the same share
kness (strength).
2004–2008.

3.2. ‘2S’ in Grace: improving mature technology to survive

Grace is located in Yibin city of Sichuan province. It is a state-
owned enterprise jointly owned by city (59%) and provincial (39%)
government, and has grown out of a small chemical fibre factory
founded in 1984. In 1997 Grace was  on the edge of bankruptcy with
3000 employees and a production of 21,000 tonnes. An exceptional
manager was  needed, to save it, and the city government sought
one among senior employees in the local firms it controlled. It found
Feng Tao, who at the age of 30 was already sales director of the local
paper mill – paper-making involving technology not very different
from viscose. He was  made CEO of Grace on the understanding that
if Grace failed he would not be blamed; if it succeeded he would
be generously rewarded – the informal Chinese SOE equivalent of
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

stock options.7 By 2006 Grace had 12,000 employees, and was the
biggest manufacturer of viscose fibre in the world, with a domestic
market share of 33%, and a global market share of 17%.

7 A not uncommon way  of incentivising top managers of Chinese SOEs (Liu and
Tylecote, 2009).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/reports.htm
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We  may  note one key factor in this extraordinary turnaround.
Any private firm in the very difficult financial and market situation
faced by Grace in 1997 might have felt the need for innovation, but
would have lacked the resources. Grace did not lack resources to
deploy for innovation, as long as those resources were employees,
because being an inland state-owned firm it was not allowed to fire
redundant employees.8 It would even be under pressure to take on
new R&D employees, released from local R&D institutes.

It is the technological innovation of “2S” that revived Grace.
“2S” is a process innovation which our informants described as an
A-bomb in the textile industry. By using a relatively simple technol-
ogy, it advances from the traditional, ‘semi-continuous’ spinning
technology of the past century in the viscose and other chemi-
cal fibre industry. (Advanced countries have for decades used a
‘continuous’ spinning technology, which is capital-intensive and
accordingly is not optimal in developing economies with low-cost
labour.) The typical methods to raise output of semi-continuous
spinning machines are to lengthen the spinner or to speed up spin-
ning. But “2S” does it differently: it produces two yarns at the same
time. It is a technological improvement based on the existing tech-
nologies and production equipments – no coincidence, since only
on this basis did Grace have the resources to make any innovation.
“2S” allows large increases in output at very low cost. Between 1999
and 2006 Grace raised its capacity by 50,000 tonnes at the cost of
one third of what its competitors would have had to pay. Mean-
while, production cost was cut by one eighth of the sale price per
tonne. Cost of production is always the most important competi-
tive factor in the fibre industry. “2S” has made Grace cost leader in
viscose spinning.

The key inventions were completed in 1999, initiated and over-
seen by Feng Tao and implemented by him and 3 other key technical
staff. How to protect them: patent or not? Patenting would mean
invention disclosure but not necessarily perfect protection. It was
unclear how effective the IP protection regime was going to be.
On the other hand, “2S” is not a complex technology, and any
industrial expert can decipher the technological secret through a
close look. Imitation would be only a question of time for domes-
tic competitors, with the circulation of personnel. Accordingly the
top management decided to apply for a patent on “2S”. As the CEO
commented: “This decision is risky. It is based on belief in law”.

Grace patented this innovation in China with 1 invention and 15
utility patents, in addition to a series of design patents. The main
patents were applied for in December 2000, and were granted in
2001 and 2002. They were introduced into production by Grace in
2002 and already generated RMB110m. new sales in 2003. In 2004
the 2S technology was imitated by six competitors. Grace had to sue
to survive. It won. The exploitation fees from licensing agreements
and compensation for damage caused reached RMB109.6m as of
end 2005. Grace would have preferred to avoid granting licenses
and simply keep rivals out; but given that the infringing rivals were
SOEs too, it was  ‘politically’ obliged to let them have their place in
the sun, at a price.

Grace depended entirely on the help of the Sichuan provin-
cial IPR Bureau for the initial patent applications. It then rapidly
built its own IPR competences. In spite of the relative simplicity
of the key technological advance, the IP portfolio associated with
2S is substantial. In the process of technological evolution, once
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

a core technology has settled on a particular kind of design, fur-
ther advances are concentrated in peripheral technologies. If the
peripheral technologies of 2S had been patented by competitors,

8 In most of the coastal provinces, any surplus labour will be soaked up by the
booming private sector. Innovation is of course not the easiest way  of finding work
for  surplus workers: SOEs traditionally resort to diversification into already estab-
lished product markets to find work for their surplus staff.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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race’s dominant situation would have been compromised. Grace
herefore quickly built a sound and solid multilevel IPR protection
etwork. In 2003 an IPR office with seven employees was  initiated

 the director reporting directly to the CEO. There are also part-time
IPR protectors’ in every department, who play important roles in
race’s management of innovation projects. Potentially patentable

nventions are kept absolutely secret until a patent application has
een filed. Every employee in Grace has to sign a confidentiality
greement. We  observed many slogans and rule-bulletins in the
ffices and workshops reminding the employees to pay attention
o confidentiality in their daily work.

The local government continued to provide help for Grace’s
atent protection, for example in the cases of patent infringe-
ents (see above). The Sichuan IPR Bureau even set up an IPR

atabase specifically for Grace. It is notable that all of Grace’s 87
atents are domestic only. It has not applied for patents in advanced
ountries, where spinning is highly automated – nor in India or
akistan, China’s main rivals in the industry, where it feels that the
ack of IP protection resembles China 20 years ago: Grace would
ose more by the disclosure involved than it could hope to gain.
race’s patents, and its technological advances generally, are all

home-grown’ – based on in-house R&D. But R&D here should be
nderstood broadly. Grace encourages invention by front-line users
production operatives. The S&T department calculated for 2005

hat 42.8% of all technological innovation projects were contributed
y front-line users – not surprising given the emphasis on process

mprovement and the relative simplicity of the equipment.

.3. Hot tandem mill in CNEGC — a long march to independence

No.2 Heavy Machine Factory was founded in 1958 in a heavy-
ndustry hub in Sichuan; and renamed CNEGC in 1993. CNEGC is
ow a central state-owned ‘backbone’ enterprise – one of China’s
1 domestic ‘heavy machinery bases’ – key manufacturers. By the
nd of 2006, it had over 12,900 employees and more than 1200 R&D
ersonnel. It has a particular specialisation in heavy plant for steel
ills, the subject of this case.9

It should be noted that this industry is much more high-
echnology than viscose fibre spinning. Steel plant falls into the
ategory of ‘machinery not elsewhere classified’ – a medium-high
echnology sector, by the OECD definition, like, for example, motor
ehicles or chemicals, though with rather lower R&D intensity.
quipment for steel mills, like most of CNEGC’s products, has been
egarded as strategically important for Chinese industrial devel-
pment: steel output was always a key measure of industrial
evelopment under ‘socialism’, and China is still far from moving
ut of the ‘steel-intensive’ stage of its development. CNEGC got the
learest proof of favoured ‘insider’ status – it was  among the first
roup of state-owned enterprises funded and permitted to seek
oreign help in 1979, just a year after the reform process began.

The hot tandem mill is perhaps the key set of equipment in large
teel plants, and accordingly the leading product of CNEGC. Here,
s across its product range, CNEGC found itself far behind the tech-
ological frontier. CNEGC’s technology strategy in its first decade
f ‘catch-up’ can be described as imitative. The classic indicators of
ependence in technology strategy are joint ventures with the FFF
echnology provider, and reliance on one FFF for a whole ‘bundle’
f technologies (Section 2.1 above). CNEGC set up no JVs and used
hree different FFFs for mastering advanced techniques of casting
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why  not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

nd forging. At the same time it set up two important R&D units,
he Heavy Machinery R&D Unit and Large-size Casting and Forging
esearch Unit. This was ambitious.

9 At the beginning of the case period, over half of CNEGC’s output was  steel equip-
ent; it is now second, behind plant for electricity generation and transmission.
 PRESS
y xxx (2013) xxx– xxx

By 1990 CNEGC had developed detailed design capability – the
ability to tailor a general design for the specific requirements of an
individual customer – and reached international standards over a
wide range of manufacturing processes. These capabilities steadily
improved during the 1990s. Meanwhile it drew on eight foreign
firms for product technology for steel plant alone: still imitation,
but on a higher level. Nonetheless, the 1990s were a decade of
deepening crisis. Small and relatively simple equipment, where it
depended little on foreign technology, was open to newly-founded
private firms, who  duly took most of the market – and ravaged the
profit margins on what CNEGC continued to make. Large items like
hot tandem mills were safe from the private firms, but there CNEGC
continued to rely on FFFs. There was  a heavy price to pay for such
reliance: as Mr.  Zeng, vice general manager, said (interview, sum-
mer  2007), during this period CNEGC did 80% of the job but only
received 20% of the profit.

To solve the 80:20 problem in hot tandem mills, CNEGC needed
to become a one-stop contractor: provide a full service from
product design, through manufacturing, to installation. The main
obstacle to this aspiration was the hot coilbox. This is the key tech-
nology in the hot tandem mill, especially in modern hot strip steel
mills, and patented by foreign firms, led by Hatch, in 69 countries
– but not including China, as CNEGC found when it searched the
patent records of SIPO. Hatch, which had developed it in the late
1970s, may  have thought no-one in China capable of making it; or
preferred not to divulge to SIPO the details of its manufacture. The
hot coilbox was a ‘black technological box’ to CNEGC at that time
– it had not been licensed to produce it, and knew little or nothing
about the technology. CNEGC set up a hot coilbox project team in
1995, led by an experienced engineer, Mr  Tang, and overseen by
the deputy CEO in charge of technology. The main difficulty they
faced was  to understand the structure of the coilbox. Another issue
was the manufacture of the mandrel at the core of the box, which
was worked out, as to alloy composition etc., by a long series of trial
and error experiments, and kept secret rather than patented.

By 1999 CNEGC had developed its own  design of hot coilbox,
which was different from foreign firms’ in structure to some extent,
and matched the requirements of Chinese domestic firms better. It
proceeded directly to apply for patent protection in China; success-
fully, although at that point they had no patent office – they had to
hire a patent consultant to do the job. Unfortunately CNEGC turned
out to have invented round a moving target. By this point, foreign
firms had improved the technology, bringing out a new type of man-
drelless hot coilbox. In 1999 CNEGC set up a mandrelless hot coilbox
project team – led by Mr  Tang but with 3 protégés playing leading
roles, and organised by the newly-formed Technical Centre – and
in 2001 again succeeded in inventing round; again it patented it
in China. By this time it was  at the technological frontier not only
in production but in design and development capacity: it contin-
ued work on hot coilboxes, and by 2007 developed another new
mandrelless hot coilbox, and again patented it in China. CNEGC’s
success here solved not only its own problem, but a serious prob-
lem for the Chinese steel industry. The hot coilboxes available on
the international market had not suited its particular conditions10:
CNEGC’s did. Moreover CNEGC was  able to make them for a price
30–40% cheaper than imported coilboxes. Due to such technologi-
cal success and its ownership of the IP, CNEGC gradually took over
foreign firms’ role as one-stop contractor in this field. From 2000
to the end of 2008, its hot rolling strip steel projects with patented
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

hot coilbox technology created an output value of RMB6 bn., some
$900 million at 2008 exchange rates. It had established itself as a
successful defensive innovator. As a result, in hot tandem mills it

10 Long production line, large temperature difference between the head and tail of
‘embryonic strip’, and unstable quality.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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standard,12 the royalty will cost Chinese TV firms $1 billion per
annum (Changhong interview, IP Office Director). In spite of licens-
ing, China’s domestic DTV producers have been losing the local
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as more than 50% of the Chinese market, as well as substantial
xport sales to developed as well as to developing countries. Its
et profits have risen dramatically, from an average of RMB18m in
002–2005 to RMB354m in 2007–2010.

.4. Ascent with analogue, descent with digital: Changhong in TV

Changhong was established in Mianyang city of Sichuan, in
958. Until the 1980s its main product was radar for military
lanes; it then transformed itself essentially into a TV producer
nd as such passed out of military control into that of the provincial
overnment, which became its largest shareholder. Unlike CNEGC,
hanghong was not one of the favoured ‘insider’ firms during the
980s and 1990s. The three favoured firms in the TV industry
ntered joint ventures with foreign firms, made little effort at tech-
ological learning and became completely uncompetitive during
he 1990s (Xie and Wu,  2003). Like CNEGC, Changhong did not set
p joint ventures with foreign firms, and broadly chose an ambi-
ious imitative rather than dependent strategy.

Thus, while it imported assembly lines from Matsushita of Japan
 the first in 1979 – it put heavy emphasis on assimilating and
nderstanding the technology employed: the Changhong engineers
ho worked with Matsushita’s engineers on the installation and

djustment of the second assembly line in 1985 were in conse-
uence able to develop their own process technology. ‘From 1987
o 2000 it designed and manufactured by itself 13 state of the art
ssembly lines’ (Xie and Wu,  p. 1471). During the 1990s it used
everse engineering in combination with internal R&D to learn how
o design CTV electronics circuits. (By CTV we mean colour TV, of
he old type – using analogue technology, and cathode ray tubes
CRT) for the screen display.)

By 1997 Changhong had 25% of China’s CTV market – more
han the next two firms combined, and far ahead of all for-
ign brands. As Xie and Wu  put it, Changhong learnt the art of
ssembly in 1979–1984, process engineering skills in 1985–1989,
mplemented technological adaptation in 1990–1995 and started
cquiring product innovation skills after 1996. It was, in short, a
odel of successful technological learning. In the 1990s as in the

980s we can speak of an imitative strategy, but at a higher level,
ith an increasing emphasis on in-house development.

Changhong was not one of the favoured insider firms, but nor
as it the only ‘outsider’ which came in to challenge them. By

992 it was facing six domestic rivals – all but one state-owned
 and three joint ventures of state-owned firms with multination-
ls; by 1997 it faced another powerful rival (Haier) and four more
oint ventures (Xie and Wu,  2003). Its success was based on a cost
eadership strategy, and accordingly it expanded its market share
hrough price competition, which it initiated in 1989. With little
roduct differentiation, this grew more intense during the 1990s, as
he number of domestic manufacturers increased, while from 1992
nwards, tariff protection of the Chinese market declined, from an
nitial level of 40%. Fierce price competition escalated in 1996 to
ull-scale price war. Broadly speaking, Changhong’s outsider rivals
ould match its price and costs, but not its quality – conversely
or the insiders. Still, state-owned competitors could not simply
e driven out of the market by losses – Changhong had to acquire
eaker rivals, and the cost burden of their operations, in order to

ake their market shares (Xie and Wu,  p. 1472).
During the late 1990s, as Changhong closed on the (then) fron-

ier in CTV, it moved towards a defensive technology strategy,
trengthening its relationship with domestic research institutes
nd universities to get access to the latest technologies (Xie and
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

u). But it was trying to do so for minimal expenditure. Through
he late 90s its average R&D intensity was less than 2% of sales

niggardly for a high-technology industry. Meanwhile it raised
arge sums on the stock market to improve its manufacturing
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capability.11 The decade closed in 1999, accordingly, with another
price war unleashed by Changhong.

The then CEO and chairman Ni Runfeng, in place since 1985,
seems to have been aware that a more technologically ambitious
strategy was required. He knew the man  to lead it. Zhao Yong was
a native of Mianyang whose excellence at physics had led him to
a lectureship at a top university, Tsinghua. In 1993 Ni persuaded
Zhao to join Changhong. By 1995 he was chief engineer, and in
2000 took over as CEO. He decided to ramp up R&D and focus on
product development in the latest ‘big thing’ within CTV – rear pro-
jection. Conscious of financial constraints, he decided to cut back
production to generate the cash for R&D by reducing the very large
inventory.

The provincial government however decided that production
cutbacks would have an unacceptable effect on local employment
and provincial GDP. Zhao was  transferred to become Deputy Mayor
of Mianyang. Ni returned. There began a strategic hiatus of three
years (2001–2003). Both Zhao’s key initiatives were revoked and
Changhong simply tried harder at its old cost leadership strategy:
aggressive sales drive at home, cut-price sales abroad, and process
improvement.

This should have destroyed Changhong. As we see below,
the pause in the catch-up process coincided with a world-wide
paradigm shift in consumer electronics technology. To spend less
money and effort on catch-up just as the frontier was accelerat-
ing away should have brought decline into, at best, dependence.
Changhong’s current TV production is indeed more dependent on
licenses from FFFs than before, but its overall strategy is far from
being dependent. This was  made possible by an important change
in national economic policy: the drive to develop the West. The
national government had become increasingly concerned at the
relative stagnation of the inland, Western provinces. Sichuan is the
West’s industrial powerhouse. By 2000 central funds were flowing
in freely, but the emphasis was initially on infrastructure. Phase
Two began in 2004 – when Sichuan’s most promising manufactur-
ing firms, including Changhong, would have money pumped into
them. Changhong needed top management appropriate for techno-
logical ambition now. In October 2004 Zhao returned as chairman.
The new CEO, however, was the ex-Finance Director, Liu Tibin. As
we shall see, Changhong now moved to a ‘financially-turbocharged’
defensive strategy. A ‘finance man’ as CEO could best manage the
massive inflows of capital required for the strategy.

The situation in late 2004 was  bleak. With WTO  entry decreasing
protection further, Changhong was steadily losing market share in
TVs to sets made abroad or made in China with foreign brands.
While it had apparently been catching up the FFFs, during the 1990s,
the DTV revolution had been happening – the arrival in TV of digital
technologies. DTV began broadcasting in the developed economies
between 1998 and 2002, with analogue due to end between 2005
and 2012; in China, between 2007 and 2015. DTV standards have
come into being, covered by a large number of patents. Meanwhile,
there has been a revolution in display technology: CRT has been
displaced by LCD (liquid crystal) and PDP (plasma), with patents
owned by mostly Japanese and Korean FFFs.

Now the Chinese TV firms must use DTV, and the new display
technologies. The dominant FFFs are in a position to sue the Chi-
nese firms for royalties; and they do. The royalty for a licence to
use the ATSC (American) standard is $30 US per set. Using that
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

11 Wu Guisheng (2009), personal communication.
12 Which they do only on exports; on the domestic market the European standard

is  used.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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Table  5
Cross-case comparison 2: findings consonant with initial propositions and new insights generated through case studies.

Grace CNEGC Changhong

Section 2.6 ‘proposition’
Corporate governance influences
choice of strategy

Close commitment of local
government allows offensive strategy
–  which in this sector is affordable

Privileged position as ‘central SOE’
allows ample funding of defensive
strategy and ‘pre-defensive’ R&D

‘Outsider’ status due to provincial
government ownership encourages
imitative strategy but limits funding
till central government policy changes
in  2004

Imitative versus dependent strategies
in early catch-up: outcome

[Catch-up proves irrelevant and
unnecessary. See New insights]

Broadly imitative strategy with diverse
licensing and early R&D. Caught
between FFF blockade on higher-tech
products and POE competition on
lower-tech.

Strongly imitative strategy achieves
cost leadership but profit undermined
by dependent rivals. Little is available
to prepare for defensive strategy.

Defensive strategies in late catch-up [As above] Imitative evolves into defensive
strategy which is highly successful.

Given (2) above and (4) below,
defensive strategy cannot succeed
before 2004.

IPR  and level of technology IPR protects against Grace’s domestic
rivals

FFFs’ IPR forms initial patent blockade
but ‘inventing round’ proves possible;
own patents protect CNEGC’s position.

Changhong is crippled, after 2000, by
FFF patent blockades in digital and
display technologies.

New  insights
Corporate governance and finance An SOE which is near-bankrupt still

has personnel resources with which to
innovate

‘Military’ firms avoid classic faults of
SOE governance. They are run by ‘red
experts’ committed to the enterprise.
‘Inclusive’, relatively bottom-up style
of  management

Military tradition (see CNEGC) of
‘organic’ corporate culture and style of
management gives initial dynamism.

Strategic trajectory chosen, and
reasons for it

Lower labour cost makes catch-up to
FFF automation, inappropriate, and

’Military’ governance causes stress on
independent strategy of development

From 2004, central government pours
money into industry in western
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arket: thus in LCD TV, domestic brand share fell from over 60% in
005 to below 50% in 2008. Thus Chinese CTV firms are LCFs in the
eld of TV technology once again.

In 2005, in order to try to find weak points in the technological
lockade in the display field, Changhong established a database of
ultinational patent information and a system to analyse patent

nformation. It employed a US IP management firm to collect and
nalyse the patent distribution all over the world in LCD and PDP. It
oncluded that there were fewer patents and more uncertainty in
DP than LCD. So it decided to invest in PDP. In general it decided
o include activities further up the value chain than its traditional
ocus on assembly. Changhong also decided to diversify within con-
umer electronics. This time, in 2004–2005, they opted for mobile
hone handsets – which had much in common technologically with
Vs as they now were. Unfortunately mobile phones have for long
sed LCD rather than PDP, so Changhong’s focus on PDP was  no use
o its new mobile phones division.

The defensive strategy that then developed had three main ele-
ents:

Build up own R&D in close cooperation with the local science
base – also now well-funded.13 Changhong’s R&D intensity was
6% during 2004–2006 – three financial years in which it lost over
RMB1bn. per year, on average.
Join the developing trend by which rich and/or favoured firms
in China buy technology by buying foreign firms. In April 2008
Changhong bought the Korean university spin-off company Orion
– which had been set up in 2000 to commercialise promising
OLED (organic light-emitting diodes) technology. OLED looks like
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why  not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

becoming the dominant display technology across the board,
starting with handsets. However the great challenge was  to inte-
grate Orion with Changhong so that its technology was  absorbed

13 Sichuan’s capital, Chengdu, hosts the University of Electronic Science and Tech-
ology of China (UESTC).
provinces: thus ‘turbo-charged’
defensive strategy becomes financially
feasible

by the whole firm in China. Significantly, as of Sept 2011 the
deputy CEO of Changhong was the CEO of Orion.

• Set up production lines for PDP and OLED display, making heavy
use of licensed technology (construction started in 2008). The
development of production experience in these fields could not
wait for anything like ‘patent parity’ with FFFs.

Changhong has also zealously participated in the development
of independent Chinese digital technology standards, contribut-
ing inter alia a ‘sink chip’, a key component for mobile DTV. In
April 2007 Changhong also joined with nine other Chinese CTV
manufacturers to establish a joint venture which administers the
technological alliance patent pool the ten firms have formed, and
negotiates with FFFs.

4. Discussion

How far are our case findings consonant with our propositions?
How far do they yield insights which go beyond them? We  sum-
marise our findings in Table 5, and discuss them below.

4.1. Grace

Clearly this company was  exceptional in its rapid movement
from ‘zero to hero’ within the Chinese viscose spinning industry,
and the main exceptional element was  the inspired leadership of
Feng Tao. Permissive factors included the arrival of functioning
IPR laws together with the support of local government, and the
availability of adequate resources for innovation, partly due to the
obligation to ‘carry’ redundant labour even when technically near-
bankrupt. This case showed unexpected limits of applicability of
the original propositions:

P1: ‘Catch-up for LCFs is easier, the lower the technological
level of the sector, internationally.’ Yes, but in this labour-intensive
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

low-tech industry, Grace did not want to catch up to the point of
adopting the existing ‘advanced’ automated spinning technology:
with its low labour costs that would not have been profitable. (This
may  well have broader applicability in low-technology industries,

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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far behind the frontier, and only able to progress again towards
it through massive central government subsidy – ‘financially tur-
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ince labour intensity is usually high.) This meant that the trajec-
ory on which it wished to travel was one on which any innovation
ould be offensive from the beginning – and that was what the 2S

echnology represented.
P3:  ‘Defensive and offensive strategies are more likely to be suc-

essful where finance is plentiful, and cheap.  . ..’; no doubt, but
hough finance was not plentiful for Grace, it turned out that in
his sector it was possible to contrive an effective offensive strat-
gy with little more than the employees that as an SOE Grace was
ot allowed to fire (Fig. 2).

.2. CNEGC

Unlike Grace, CNEGC was in a sector in which the aim, for a
trong firm, was and must be catch-up, all the way – even if it turned
ut to be convenient to develop products for Chinese customers
hich were somewhat different from what FFFs might want. Unlike
race, it was not through the accident of exceptional leadership

hat CNEGC was successful – success, though not inevitable, was
in the script’, given its membership of an elite group of favoured
insider’ firms. Its success conforms in some respects very well to
ur propositions:

P2a: ‘If dependent strategies are indeed followed by major
ate-comer firms, this will weaken the market position of other late-
omer firms following imitative strategies, and thus their ability
o make these strategies succeed’. Heavy machinery was a tightly
estricted sector: there was initially little or no competition for
ts heavy steel plant, which was difficult to manufacture. So its
hoice of imitative strategy was not undermined by competition
rom other LCFs following dependent ones. The undermining was
one by small new private firms successfully imitating its more
asily-manufactured products. The main value of the patent on its
rst hot coilbox was to protect itself against imitation there – just
s for Grace. Then, as its catch-up proceeded, ‘Imitative strategies

 . . become more difficult, because of . . . reduced co-operation . . ..
urther catch-up therefore requires a switch to defensive . . . tech-
ology strategy [which is] more likely to be successful following

mitative strategy.’ It was indeed forced to move ‘up’ in strategy,
nd did indeed succeed, following on from its imitative strategy.

‘Whereas, for the pioneer, patents are often a critical method of
rotecting a technical lead and retaining a monopolistic position,
or the defensive innovator they are . . . to weaken this monopoly.

 . ..  to avoid being excluded from a new branch of technology.’
Freeman, pp. 267–268). We  can say that it was when the man-
relless hot coilbox project began, in 1999, that CNEGC’s strategy
oved from imitative to defensive.
P1:  CNEGC’s success is the less surprising because its sector is

t the bottom of the medium-high tech category, in R&D intensity:
he FFFs were not advancing the frontier very fast.

But what our propositions do not explain is why  CNEGC chose
he right strategy initially. Insider firms notoriously avoided imita-
ive strategies (Lu and Feng, 2004): why did not this one? And why
id it execute it and the subsequent defensive strategy so well?14

urther interviews shed light on this. There is a pattern of corporate
overnance which is typical but not universal in central SOEs: CEOs
re effectively senior officials, and as such are rotated among top
rms and between them and ministries, typically spending around
ve years in one posting. Accordingly they have a career interest
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

n the quick results available from dependent strategies (Liu and
ylecote, 2009). But CNEGC has military origins and much of its out-
ut is still for military uses. Military firms are treated differently:

14 Its early establishment of R&D labs can however be reconciled with the propo-
itions, as the sort of thing that a favoured insider firm is adequately funded to
o.
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the technological demands upon them are such that they need
to be run by ‘red experts’, you hong you zhuan:  expert engineers
patriotically committed to their political duty, who would nor-
mally be promoted within the firm and end their careers within it.
We found precisely this ‘military’ pattern of corporate governance,
within CNEGC.15 Further, innovation for military purposes has been
profoundly influenced by the efforts to develop nuclear weapons
and satellites – which drew on Chinese-American returnees and
their cultural experiences within US high tech firms (Zhang, 1999).
Necessarily a military firm has to avoid dependence on foreign-
ers, and it achieves its ambitions through a rather bottom-up style
of management – bottom-up in achieving goals which inevitably
are set, top-down. The hot coilbox project was imposed on CNEGC,
military-style, from the very highest level, and treated by those
selected for it as a patriotic duty (Fig. 3).

4.3. Changhong

The Changhong case seems to support the core of the first propo-
sition:

P1: ‘catch-up is easier, the lower the technological level of the
sector, internationally’. ‘A developed IPR system . . ..  makes it easier
for Northern ‘frontier’ firms to defend their advantage against a
late-comer firm.’ The FFFs in its (high-tech) sector have used IPR
very effectively to defend their positions in the new areas of digital
and display technologies. Likewise:

P2a:  in this sector of Chinese industry, FFFs were initially happy
to enter joint ventures and grant licenses. This made ‘dependent
strategies . . . highly successful in rapidly improving static techno-
logical capability.  . ..this will weaken the market position of others
following imitative strategies.  . .’.16 Changhong therefore never
made the profit it deserved from the success of its imitative strat-
egy and was  thus unable, in the 1990s, to fund a defensive strategy
in good time.

The propositions thus go a long way to explain the critical diffi-
culties that Changhong faced in 2000 and after. What they do not
do is to explain its key strategies and policy decisions. As with
the other cases, further research has offered insights into these.
We could already say that as an ‘outsider’ firm Changhong lacked
funds, and perhaps authorisation, for joint ventures with FFFs, so
that it was  driven towards imitative strategies. But it was  also a mil-
itary firm in origin, and that meant that it began with an inclusive,
bottom-up culture and governance – an excellent basis for success
with imitative strategy. The peculiarities of Chinese SOE finance and
governance also help to explain the twists and turns after 2000, in
face of crisis. Being by that time under the control of the provincial
government, it was, as we  saw, politically unable to shed labour.
Thus Zhao’s attempt in 2000 at ‘defensive strategy on the cheap’
was quickly quashed. Then when the central government poured
funds into its province from 2004, it was  finally, belatedly, funded
to follow a defensive strategy, indeed a ‘financially-turbocharged’
one, and did so – Zhao being called back to lead it.

Changhong’s is the most complex case – thus its length – and
the most discouraging. A firm which was hailed in the early years
of this century as a highly successful example of catch-up, based
on a well-worked-out imitative strategy, soon found itself back
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

bocharging’ a new defensive strategy. For Changhong, the main

15 At least the last three CEOs have been CNEGC ‘lifers’.
16 The readiness of other SOEs to enter the TV market in the 1990s, using depend-

ent  strategies, arose also from the peculiarities of their corporate governance and
finance. Seeking to find work for surplus workers they were not allowed to fire, they
diversified anywhere they easily could; profit was not required.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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Fig. 2. Grace: offensive

ignificance of IPR was as the basis of a patent blockade erected
y FFFs against it and other Chinese LCF firms in DTV. It would
o doubt be able, if it invested enough in its defensive strategy, to
se the resulting patent portfolio as Grace and CNEGC had done,
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why  not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

o protect it against ‘imitative’ domestic rivals – and even as a bar-
aining chip with FFFs. But as it stands, it is a study in failure –
nd the failure is that of the standard-bearer for a whole sector
Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. CNEGC: catch-
gy from the beginning.

It  is therefore important to consider how representative
Changhong is. We  saw in Table 3 that in the TV sector, China has a
revealed technological advantage (RTA) around a third of its overall
level. These figures thus tend to confirm the particular techno-
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

logical weakness of Chinese firms in the TV sector, compared to
lower-tech sectors (in Grace’s sector the RTA figure shows, con-
versely, relative strength; and in CNEGC’s sector, an intermediate
position).

up by the book.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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The weakness in TV appears to be general for high-technology
ectors, to judge by the trade data. The crude trade data is thor-
ughly misleading on China’s position here. Thus the share of
igh-technology exports, mostly ICT, in total exports rose from 7.9%

n 1995 to 31.4% in 2009 (Xing, 2011). Given that total exports
ere themselves rising rapidly, this would appear a remark-

ble performance. However between 1995 and 2009 the share of
holly-Chinese-owned firms in exports of high-tech products fell

rom an already low 21%, to 17% (Xing, 2011); in 2008 68% and 18%
f high-tech exports were produced by fully foreign-owned and
artly foreign-owned firms respectively (Xing, 2011). The export
ata, moreover, is by turnover. Given the high dependence of Chi-
ese manufacturers on imports of components, and equipment,
he value-added picture must be far worse. Given the weak IPR
osition of Chinese manufacturers, we would expect their position

n terms of profit to be worse still. It is. In 2009 profit margins in
computers and communication technology’ were around or below
%, and 82% of exports of computer and communication technol-
gy are assembled from imported parts and components (Xing and
etert, 2010). China’s export of iPhones (US$4.6 billion) was 1.2%
f its total high-tech export, but the value added in China was
erely 3.6% ($165.6 million), or $6.50 each (Xing and Detert, 2010).
n indicator of the domestic Chinese weakness is R&D intensity,
ince R&D tends to be performed near a firm’s home base: the R&D
ntensity (over turnover) of radio, television and communications
quipment in mainland China in 2010 was 1.4% (cf. USA, 14.7%)
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

nd for computers and office equipment in 2009, 3.5 (USA, 13.6)
http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx).17

17 These two  sectors together made up 74.9% of the value added of high-technology
ndustry in China in 2008 – the other sectors, in descending order, being pharma-
euticals, medical equipment and scientific instruments, and aircraft and spacecraft.
he  R&D intensity figures for radio, television and communications equipment are
ifted by the sparkling performance of two mainland Chinese firms, Huawei and ZTE,
 derailed – or deferred.

Let us now put Changhong, and the Chinese TV industry gen-
erally, in international context. Kim (1997) generalises about the
catch-up process in Korean manufacturing. Large conglomerate
firms (chaebol) typically behaved as ‘apprentices’ (of FFFs). For
them, accordingly, the first stage of catch-up would involve bun-
dled (‘packaged’) technology transfer from FFFs. But this was  not
intended to be a continuing dependent strategy. They ‘deployed
deliberate and aggressive strategies to acquire their own  techno-
logical capabilities by striving to assimilate foreign technologies
from the outset’ (p. 209) – for example, by employing foreign
personnel. Typically, the second major investment in technology
transfer would be unbundled (Kim’s Table 9-2); Kim’s descrip-
tion from this point on, corresponds rather well to our imitative
strategy, morphing into defensive. The change from imitative to
defensive strategies by chaebol, from the mid-1980s onwards, was
accompanied by much stronger IPR protection (Lee and Kim, 2010)
– much as in the CNEGC case.

If large Korean firms could choose, and succeed with, ‘appren-
tice’ strategies which were initially hybrids of dependent and
imitative, it is striking that Chinese firms in early catch-up appeared
to go clearly for one or the other. Thus imitative strategies were fol-
lowed almost only by ‘outsider’ firms, such as Changhong, Chery
and GTC (Liu and Tylecote, 2009), Lenovo (Lu and Feng, 2004),
Huawei (Xue and Liang, 2010) and ZTE (Tylecote et al., 2010) while
those who  followed dependent ones were mostly (but not only)
favoured ‘insider’ firms – e.g. SAIC (Liu and Tylecote, 2009), and
Dongfeng Auto, Panda, Beijing-International, and Shanghai-Bell
(Feng, 2010).
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

How can we explain the difference? We may start from the
proposition that the Korean chaebol path, as described by Kim,
roughly dependent-imitative-defensive in Freeman’s terms, was

in telecoms capital equipment. As we saw in the Introduction, their sub-sector is a
special case, TV is much more typical.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx
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uperior: fast and effective. ‘Apprentice’ strategies gave quick
amiliarity with advanced production technology through the ini-
ial ‘bundles’, and then the switch to unbundling prepared the firm
or early independent development.18 But corporate governance
nd finance were key here, because the superiority was  long-term:
his was not a quick route to profit. Perhaps the most striking
nd successful example of catch-up in IT hardware is the Korean
lectronics industry, led by Samsung. ‘late-comers should be com-
itted for the long term to the business they enter, and therefore

e prepared to withstand.  . ..losses . . ..Samsung experienced a pro-
onged period of losses in the early 1980s [in chip-making] until
t broke even in 1987. LG went through an even worse experience

 . ..  until it recouped most of its sunk investment by 1993. . ..  cross-
ubsidization was perhaps the most crucial factor in the Korean
ompanies’ success’ (Cho et al., 1998, pp. 502–503).

In Korea the chaebols’ controlling shareholders had long-term
mbitions for their enterprises, and they had other, cash-
enerating, divisions from which cross-subsidies could come – as
ell as cheap loans from government-controlled banks, and some

xport subsidies (Kim, 1997). They bear out the latter part of P3:
Defensive and offensive strategies are more likely to be success-
ul where finance is plentiful, and cheap, and where finance and
overnance display strong industrial expertise – particularly in
igher-tech sectors.’ As we saw above, in China the typical ‘insider’
rm would have plentiful finance, but certainly not expert gover-
ance.

Chinese ‘outsider’ firms faced a quite different but equally fatal
roblem, which we saw in the case of ‘pre-2004′ Changhong. What-
ver the precise nature of their corporate governance, they were
ot funded either externally or internally (through conglomerate
ross-subsidy) to sustain them in loss-making production activities
or years while spending heavily on R&D. They needed to generate
ash on the way  up. Why  should they not have done this on the
rotected domestic market, as Huawei and ZTE did? Because as
e saw, these two firms were in an exceptional sector. In most

ther sectors there was severe competition from firms following
ependent strategies – particularly the quickest and most depend-
nt version, joint ventures. This, as we saw in Section 2.3,  is quite
ifferent from the experience of Japan in the corresponding period
ca.1950–1980) – another country with a large domestic market,
ut where there was negligible foreign investment even of the joint
enture type.19

In this light, let us return to consider CNEGC’s success. First,
ts sector was not high-tech, but medium-high.20 That meant the
peed of progress required for catch-up was less, and the effort
lso. Second, the peculiarities of its corporate governance (broadly
nderstood) made it rather similar to a Korean chaebol in its
echnological ambition – while as an insider firm it was simi-
arly well-funded, too. An interesting comparison is possible with
nother medium-high tech sector – the largest one, motor vehi-
les. The Chinese firms operating in this sector divide quite neatly
nto typical ‘insider’ and typical ‘outsider’ firms, and thus far have
hown the classic weaknesses of their types (Lu and Feng, 2004;
eng, 2010; Liu and Tylecote, 2009). The industry as a whole, rather
Please cite this article in press as: Xiao, Y., et al., Why  not greater catch-
technology intensity on late-comer strategies. Res. Policy (2013), http://dx

ike the television sector, has shown how all firms lose when too
any compete. Between 2004 and 2012 new car prices fell by more

han 30%, and foreign brands (mostly produced in joint ventures)

18 In fact, this sequence is less important than the ‘deliberate and aggressive
trategies.  . .to assimilate’, if we  compare the account of Korea with that of China in
ee  and Kim (2010) and Xue and Liang (2010).
19 Much the same could be said of the United States in its catch-up period during
he 19th century (Mowery, 2010).
20 In fact, ‘machinery not elsewhere specified’ is at the bottom of the OECD
medium-high tech’ category in terms of R&D intensity.
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maintained over 50% of light vehicle sales on the Chinese market – a
dominance which by 2011 was  increasing (Economist, 2012). This
was in spite of longstanding government determination to build
a domestic industry with three or four globally-competitive auto
firms with their own  brands and technology (Anderson, 2012).

5. Conclusion

This paper used the intellectual property and technology strat-
egy of three Chinese firms as a point of entry to the debate on
technological catch-up at firm level: ‘How should ‘late-comer firms’
in developing economies manage their development of techno-
logical capability (and within it their IP) strategically, in order to
become fully competitive internationally?’ We  asked, how did our
firms manage it, and why, and with what outcomes? The answers
were framed within Freeman’s taxonomy of strategies – dependent,
imitative, defensive, offensive – with the expectation that corpo-
rate governance and finance, the state of IP protection, and the
technological level of the sector, would influence

• the early-stage choice between dependent and imitative strat-
egy;

• later on, when and how effectively the firm would move to a
defensive strategy.

Our first case, Grace in viscose spinning, almost burst out of
the framework of propositions by presenting a move direct from
zero to hero: from a near-bankrupt SOE owned by a lower tier of
government, going nowhere technologically, to successful offen-
sive strategy. This was  possible, in Grace’s low-tech area, because
the technological trajectory on which it was operating was  distinct
from that of advanced economies – more labour-intensive. Catch-
up was  therefore not required: it was, in labour-intensive spinning,
effectively at the frontier already. We  were at all events able to
identify the corporate governance conditions which made Grace’s
success possible: engagement by local government, incentives for
top management, and spare labour which could not be fired. But
clearly the accident of an exceptional CEO being available, was cru-
cial. We  could also note that its path-breaking innovation would
have been very quickly copied, and thus from Grace’s point of view
devalued, but for China’s adoption of effective IPR in the late 1990s.
Grace made telling use of the new legislation. Given its distinct
technological trajectory, foreign frontier firms’ (FFF) IP could not
pose a problem.

What Grace achieved could not have been predicted for it, but
we can see that there are many potential Graces in China: firms
operating in low technology sectors, which might be capable of
offensive or defensive innovations, and thanks to IPR legislation
can profit from and then improve upon them.

CNEGC in heavy steel plant made a striking contrast to Grace:
here was a firm where successful technological development was
expected, and funded, as a particularly privileged member of the
centrally-owned SOE elite, and one moreover with military con-
nections. And there was  a great deal of catching up to be done.
As a ‘military firm’ it was bound to prefer the relative indepen-
dence of an imitative strategy. But imitation – in the case of the
hot coilbox – required a heavy development effort, which morphed
into a full-fledged defensive strategy. The successful development
of successive types of hot coilbox gave CNEGC profitable access to
large and growing markets in which it was protected by its patents,
particularly from domestic imitators. China’s acceptance of IP pro-
up by Chinese firms? The impact of IPR, corporate governance and
.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005

tection made this possible. FFF IP again posed no major problem,
largely because CNEGC was  capable of ‘inventing round’ it.

What CNEGC achieved could then indeed have been predicted
for it; but unfortunately there are not many CNEGCs in China: firms

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2012.11.005
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perating in medium-high technology sectors with the particu-
arly dynamic ‘military’ corporate governance that we  identified
n this firm, and the excellent access to funds of the most favoured
entrally-owned SOEs.

There are, on the other hand, a large number of poten-
ial ‘pre-2004’ Changhongs in China, in the sense of ‘outsider’
rms operating in more-or-less high-technology sectors. These
re privately-owned firms, or SOEs, owned by provincial or local
overnment: in either case they might have competent corporate
overnance, though the ‘inland’ SOEs would be constrained in fir-
ng redundant employees. Whichever sub-category they came into,
hey would all be financially constrained in their technology strat-
gy. So they would not be able to do what the Korean chaebol had
one, take the fastest route to catch-up, an accelerated sequence of
semi-)dependent-imitative-defensive, because they would have
o source of large amounts of risk capital prepared to endure a long
ncertain wait for profitability. They would need to generate the
ecessary cash as catch-up proceeded. The ideal arena for such cash
eneration should be a large protected domestic market, which is
hat mainland China used to offer. We  saw nonetheless that the

onditions within the Chinese domestic market were generally not
avourable for this – there was too much competition from firms
ith access to FFF bundled technology. The ‘financially-constrained

utsider’ would probably need to economise by unbundling even at
he beginning, when bundling would have been quicker, and they
ould not be able to move quickly and decisively, but expensively,

o a defensive strategy. Meanwhile, most insider firms – which were
dequately funded – suffered from poor corporate governance,
hich made them fatally attracted by dependent strategies.

In consequence, the failure of the ‘pre-2004’ Changhong is all the
ore sobering because of its success during the 1990s. If such a suc-

essful firm could not complete its catch-up, what hope for the rest?
nd indeed as the statistics for Chinese high-technology industry

ndicate, the rest have generally failed. As we saw above, the largest
edium-high-technology sector, motor vehicles, has shown rather

oor Chinese performance also.
What are the implications for late-comer firms outside and

eyond China – and their governments? Chinese firms seem not
o have produced a model of catch-up that in any way  sup-
lants or even matches the Korean one, which as we saw revolved
round ‘deliberate and aggressive’ technology assimilation. Corpo-
ate governance and finance seem to be key in explaining why.
f a developing country’s government cannot contrive corporate
overnance and finance as favourable as in Korea (and in CNEGC),
t has all the more reason to avoid the situation which devel-
ped in the Chinese television and, to a lesser extent, motor
ehicle industries. There, Chinese firms following imitative strate-
ies and aspiring to defensive ones, such as Changhong in TV
nd Chery in auto, faced debilitating competition from firms fol-
owing dependent strategies with bundled technology, mostly
n joint ventures with foreign firms. ‘When you dine with the
evil, you need a long spoon.’ Foreign frontier firms are not the
evil, but LCFs or their governments may  need to keep them at a
istance.
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